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Every *No' Counts

Neha was going to her maternal grandmother's house by road for 10 days with

her mother Asha.

It is great fun to go to Nani's
house during the summer

holidays.

How these ten days \
will pass, you will not j
...e^n come to l<now,„x^

-I.-.'

For now, let me enjoy the long drive and the view outside.



While listening to the songs on the way, they did not come to
know when they crossed the city traffic and reached the National Highway,

The speed of Asha's

car increased.

Shortly after, Asha was stopped by a
traffic inspector who was standing with

an interceptor car.

Sorry Sir, I didn't notice
when I crossed the

Madam this is a national highway
and if the speed goes beyond
permissible limit fine has to be paid.

/
There is also a

small girl along with you

at least take care of

her safety.

And your speed was above
the permissible limit.



Now you have to
pay the fine.

I am really

sorry!
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Madam

Yes madam,

that's what the rule says
But if you give me ?500,

I'll let you go.

What!

so much?
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Madam, leave it to

me. I will take

care of that. Don't

you worry.

How s

that?
?500

Madam, I just wanted to help

No sir. I wi

pay the exact fine

and

Why are you insisting on paying the
fine. Along with the fine, your
licence will also be confiscated

So will I not be able to

drive the car for that

InnrtO

for 3 months.



How will I go to market, bank, take

my mother-in-law to the doctor
and pick up my daughter

from school?

"a
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husband I will be

helpless without '

a car.



Listen to me and get rid

of all your worries by

giving me Rs. 500.

That s what. Madam. Why are

you taking so much tension?

\
Since morning 10 car

drivers have followed

my advice and left
their worries behind.

Why do you want

to get into all these
legal procedure^

What happened madam?
What are you thinking?

This traffic inspector has taken

Rs. 5000 as bribe since morning

and has cheated the country of

Rs. 20000.

check



r According to the rules,

the driving licence is confiscated

If this happens for the second

time. But I have crossed the

speed limit only for the

first time.

Yes, yes, but the fine
has to be paid right?

So madam,

give Rs. 500

and go.

Asha did not succumb to the unethical

demand.

Asha paid the fine and went

ahead.
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But your mother
doesn't seem happy
What's the matter

Asha?
Nothing,

just Wke that
Nanajl, I

am here.
•V

Welcome

my dear.

Ncho told everything to her

grandfather. Even if we break any rule by

mistake or unintentionally, then

we should settle the issue

appropriately.The first thing is
that we should know about

the rules and follow

them
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We can get instant happiness

from all these but we cannot get that
satisfaction which comes by

the country.

Petty actions like saving money
in the wrong way, going ahead by
paying money after seeing long

queue or giving bribe to get some

work done immediately are wrong.

These small efforts make us good

citizens and the country a

strong Nation.

Whatever tax or revenue is

received, the same is spent in

nation building.

fNCOMe
TAy(

Facilities like roads, bridges,
hospitals, schools, security, etc
are provided to the citizens.
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So our money is

used for all these

welfare activities.

Asha, have you

lodged a complaint

about the incident?

Yes

Neha!
Not yet papa.

I will do it

right now.

Asha, keep it in
mind that

I

... Children always learn by watching
the eiders around them, so we

should behave responsibly. If the
elders follow the rules and do their

bit for the development of the
country then only our country

will flourish in true sense.

Be honest to yourself
end say no to corruption.
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SAY'NO' TO CORRUPTION

Corruption is manifested in various forms such as bribery,

nepotism, favouritism etc.

The ill-effects of corruption are well known.

It undermines our developmental efforts and weakens democratic

institutions.

The moment one begins to question unethical practices, challenge

corruption by following rules, the change starts to happen.

One does not have to wait for someone else to start resisting

corrupt practices. An individual can be a torch bearer.

Every small step towards fighting corruption by an individual can

create a big impact.
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